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Abstract. Realism and plausibility of computer controlled entities in
entertainment software have been enhanced by adding both static per-
sonalities and dynamic emotions. Here a generic model is introduced
which allows the transfer of findings from real-life personality studies to
a computational model. This information is used for decision making.
The introduction of dynamic event-based emotions enables adaptive be-
havior patterns. The advantages of this new model have been validated
with a four-way crossroad in a traffic simulation. Driving agents using
the introduced model enhanced by dynamics were compared to agents
based on static personality profiles and simple rule-based behavior. It
has been shown that adding an adaptive dynamic factor to agents im-
proves perceivable plausibility and realism. It also supports coping with
extreme situations in a fair and understandable way.
1 Introduction
While graphic fidelity continues to increase steadily, entertainment software often
suffers from unrealistic and incomprehensible behavior of computer controlled
entities (called agents). An obvious example for such behavior are agents that
are expected to walk to a specific location but instead run into a wall. An-
other example is repetitive and predictable behavior created by using simple
rule-based agents. When modeling large groups of entities, like pedestrians in
a crowded street, using simple agents may be acceptable and even necessary
to keep the required computation for decision making on a viable level. While
modeling a small number of agents which are expected to be in the focus of a
users attention, these agents have to make plausible decisions to display behavior
with a high degree of realism. In gaming applications incorrect behavior may be
annoying but tolerable, and predictability might even be desired, both can be
counterproductive in other cases, e.g. serious training or learning applications.
Personality profiles can potentially increase the realism and as such the level
of immersion achieved by an application. A new generic model for mapping
4personality studies and profiles to a standardized form for use in software appli-
cations is suggested. This will allow utilization of real life studies for modeling
behavior of autonomously interacting agents. Adding personality to an agent
makes briefly observed decisions appear more consistent and therefore more re-
alistic. Observing a single agent for an extended period of time however still
reveals implausible behavior, because it does not adapt to its environment. In a
deterministic system a static personality would always lead to the same action
when in the same situation. When a user observes agents experiencing events,
that are expected to invoke emotions, these agents are expected to adapt their
behavior. For example, when observing pedestrians at a road, they might wait for
cars to pass, because they consider the observed gaps as too small to safely cross
the street. After waiting for some time, some of them might lose their patience
and run across the street with a gap they would not have accepted previously.
To add this aspect, a new model for adding emotions to agents is introduced,
enabling adaptive behavior.
2 Related Work
Modeling personality and emotion is an integral part in the field of virtual hu-
mans and affective agents research. These types of entities are employed for a
wide variety of applications, e.g. digital storytelling [1], human-computer inter-
action [2], education [3, 4], and entertainment [5]. In the majority of cases a user
observes and/or interacts with a specific virtual presence over a prolonged time
span; perhaps even across multiple sessions. Creating believable agents in such
applications requires (a) consistent behavior based on a personality [6] and (b)
the ability to convey emotions through the agent’s expressions and decisions.
Trying to understand why people take the actions and make the decisions
they do, many studies were performed to find correlations between their person-
ality and performance in specific tasks (e.g. [7], [8], [9]). By integrating person-
ality profiles into the decision making processes of an agent, they can be utilized
to model more plausible and realistic behavior (e.g. deadlock handling in traffic
[10]). Because of differences in the cognitive processes, the way personality in-
fluences the performance of a person is highly dependent on the specific task [7].
To model personality for virtual humans the Five Factor Model (FFM) is most
commonly used [11]. The model’s descriptive nature and the fact that only five
personality traits are sufficient to define a personality are likely responsible for
its popularity (cf. [3]). Previous work in our research group also identified the
FFM as a useful tool for agent development in the context of a road safety edu-
cation application [12, 13]. But even within one model, different scales for each
trait exist, e.g. NEO Five Factor Inventory [14], Big Five Questionnaire [15].
This again encourages the development of a generic model for computational
use of personality profiles.
In case of emotions, the OCC model [16] seems to be the method of choice for
many researchers (cf. [11, 17]). The model includes 22 types of emotions that can
be either positive or negative. However, its scale makes the model complex [18]
5and depending on the application there are alternatives for representing emo-
tions. For example, Curran defined a model that requires only eight dimensions
[19]. PANAS reduces this number even further by only considering positive and
negative affect [20].
3 Modeling Adaptive Behavior
To model adaptive behavior of agents this approach enhances those in two steps:
First, a personality will be added to each agent to distinguish them from each
other and provide means for creating a consistent behavior pattern. Secondly,
a dynamic emotion model will be added to enable adapting to events in the
environment. While the term ”emotion” has been used a few times already, it is
ambiguous and thus needs to be defined for the remainder of this work. In pop-
ular language emotions are often equated to mood. However, it is distinguished
as described by Thayer in [21]: Mood describes a lasting state of feeling born
of complex cognitive processes with often unknown antecedents, in comparison
emotions, as used in this contribution, are short lived feelings directly caused
by that experience. Therefore, our model of emotions are caused by predefined
events, influence the behavior for a limited period of time, and regress until
normal behavior, as defined by the personality, is restored.
3.1 Personality Profile Model
If incorporated in the decision making processes, personality profiles associated
to agents can make their behavior more persistent. While arbitrary personality
profiles might be considered as sufficient for this, creating the profiles from real
life studies enables utilizing further studies linking personalities to specific be-
havior patterns (e.g. driving behavior [8]). This way the agents can not only be
persistent, but also simulate realistic behavior patterns. To achieve this, a model
is introduced to represent complete personality studies independent of the per-
sonality model used as a source for personality profiles. After that a conceptual
example for the use of personality profiles in decision making processes is shown.
p = 〈p1, . . . , pn〉 ∈ R
n
P = {p0, . . . , pk} ⊆ R
n
P = P(P ) \ ∅
D = {d1, . . . , dn}, ∀ d ∈ D : d : R
n → R
(1)
Formal Description. As mentioned above, there are many models for describ-
ing personalities with varying number of dimensions to which the personality is
mapped. To be as generic as possible the use of any number of dimensions is
supported. In (1) a personality profile p is described as a sequence of numbers
p1 to pn each describing the value of a single dimension. For ease of use for
each dimension 1 to n is made accessible by functions d1 to dn from a set D.
6Furthermore, a finite set of profiles is denoted as P and the power set P of P
without the empty set is denoted as P.
avg : P ×D → R, (P, d) 7→
∑
p∈P
d(p)
|P |
(2)
stdDev : P ×D → R, (P, d) 7→
√√√√
∑
p∈P
(d(p)− avg (P, d))2
|P |
(3)
zScore : Rn × P ×D → R, (p, P, d) 7→
d (p)− avg (P, d)
stdDev (P, d)
(4)
Using the average value avg(P, d) of a dimension d over all profiles p in a set P
from equation (2) and the standard deviation stdDev(P, d) of the same variables
from equation (3) the equation (4) calculates the z-score for a single dimension
d of a personality profile p in reference to a set of personality profiles P . Note
that p does not have to be inside the set P . The z-score is an important mea-
surement for this model, as it provides a relative measurement in reference to
the average, making relative comparison between values viable, independent of
the used personality study.
After describing the formal basics needed for modeling single and sets of per-
sonality profiles, in the next step a comprehensive model for entire personality
study results is introduced in equation (5). According to this definition a Study
S consists of a set of personality profiles P containing all the profiles p0 to pn
that have been compiled from the subjects. Additionally a setK of classifications
of profiles is part of the study. Such a class K ∈ K consists of a single personality
profile p representing the class, the tuple of z-scores of that profile z and a set
of personality profiles Q ⊆ P bundling the profiles p ∈ P that are associated
with this class. These classifications categorize the large set of profiles in a much
smaller set while preserving the identifying properties of those profiles. Tech-
niques to identify such classifications for a set of profiles aren’t subject to this
contribution and already exist in the literature (e.g. Herzberg and Roth [22]).
Furthermore, l and h represent the minimum and maximum values a dimension
is theoretically able to achieve in the given study (e.g. NEO-FFI: 0 to 48).
S = 〈P,K, l, h〉 with
P = {p0, . . .pn},p0 to pn are the profiles compiled from study S
K = 〈Q,p, z〉, with
Q ⊆ P, ∀ d ∈ D : l ≤ d(p) ≤ h ∧ d(z) = zScore(p, P, d)
K = {K0, . . . ,Km}, with
⋃
Ki∈K
Qi ⊆ P
l, h ∈ R, ∀ d ∈ D ∧ ∀q ∈ P : l ≤ d(q) ≤ h
(5)
Utilizing the Model for Decision Making. How to use this model in a com-
puter application to make more plausible decisions depends strongly on
7provided by studies. Orientating the integration in decision making processes on
the given information is essential for plausible and persistent agent behavior.
For example a study from Herzberg in [8] validates an assumed correlation
between three classes of personality profiles and driving behavior. By either cre-
ating profiles from the prototypes of those classes with minor random variations,
or using real profiles from studies and mapping them to these classes, a set of
personality profiles can be designed for assignment to autonomously behaving
agents.
For the decision making itself one option would then be that those agents
would take the mapping of their personality profile to personality classes into
account when making decisions. Another option would be to look at the defining
prototypes of those classes and having the decision making be based on distinct
features (e.g. their overall combination of high, low and medium values in the
different dimensions of the profile). The first option is far from a continuous
distinction because of the limited differences in the deciding factor. Whereas the
second option gives potential continuous distinction for decision making, it is
usually overly complex and thus hard to implement and prone to errors.
Therefore, it is recommended to consolidate the numerous dimensions of a
personality profile into a single number. The function for this transformation de-
pends strongly on the study used to correlate personality to an agents behavior.
In the given example from Herzberg one classification is interpreted as aggres-
sive, one as careful and one as something in between. With that a continuous
function is designed that maps the prototype profile of the first class to a low
value, the second to a high value and the third to a value in the middle. With
such functions, each agent gains a single continuous parameter derived from his
personality that can be integrated into the decision process according to the
findings of the used study, and lessen the problems of the two options described.
3.2 Modeling Emotions
The next step is to add a dynamic component to the model in the form of
emotions. It is introduced in four steps: Representing, perceiving, fading emo-
tions and influencing behavior. Emotions will affect the behavior by temporarily
influencing the personality profile. Similar to personality profiles an emotional
state is represented in multiple dimensions. The given model will utilize a two
dimensional approach of positive and negative emotions. Those are used because
of the following reasons: They are accessible, comprehensible and most events
causing emotional changes can be mapped to those intuitively. They provide
enough utility while keeping the complexity moderate. However, the model can
be adjusted to utilize any number of emotional dimensions if desirable.
Representing Emotions. To represent a single emotion and make its fading
configurable, unlike a dimension of personality profiles, in equation (6) a di-
mension of emotional states is defined as a tuple. The value of d1 here denotes
the current value of the emotion. The other three values d2, d3 and d4 are for
controlling the fading. By storing the variables to control the fading into each
8dimension of emotions they may differ for each dimension (e.g. positive emo-
tions may regress faster than negative ones). The base value d2 is used as a
reference point for fading and denotes the value from which the fading started.
The parameter for the linear part of the fading d3 is used to quantify the rate of
reduction a single fading step performs. Lastly, the parameter for the exponen-
tial part of the fading d4 controls the time the current value stays almost exactly
the same before starting to be reduced. For convenience, functions for accessing
the distinct parts are provided with the definition.
d = 〈d1, d2, d3, d4〉 ∈ R
4 with 0 ≤ d3 ≤ 1
current : R4 → R, (d) 7→ d1
base : R4 → R, (d) 7→ d2
linF : R4 → R, (d) 7→ d3
expF : R4 → R, (d) 7→ d4
(6)
A function for setting d from definition (6) to a new value is required. With
set(d, v) in equation (7) setting d to a new value v sets current(d) and base(d)
to v, while preserving the parameters linF(d) and expF(d).
set : R4 × R → R4, (d, v) 7→ 〈v, v, linF (d) , expF (d)〉 (7)
An emotional state is constructed as a tuple of dimensions d from (6). Definition
(8) shows the two-dimensional emotional state E as applied in this contribution.
Like D for personality profiles, E consolidates functions for accessing specific
dimensions of an emotional state. Here ne(E) denotes the negative emotions,
whereas pe(E) denotes the positive ones. It has to be noted that with this setup
the emotional dimensions are independent from each other. This allows one to
construct the influence emotions have on the behavior for each dimension sepa-
rately. For example when modifying a personality based on the FFM, negative
emotion could make agents more neurotic, while positive do not make them less
neurotic, but more agreeable.
E = 〈d1,d2〉 ∈ R
4 × R4
E = {nee, pee} with
ne : R4 × R4 → R4, E 7→ d1, pe : R
4 × R4 → R4, E 7→ d2
(8)
Perceiving Emotions. Emotions are experienced by an agent when involved
into an incident defined as emotionally relevant by the application. In this model
perception of an emotion is modeled as the modification of the current emotional
state of an agent controlled by the experienced emotions described as an incident
i defined in equation (9). It has the same number of elements as dimensions of
emotions, containing one numeric value for each dimension to be perceived when
it is experienced by an agent. Again functions are provided for easy access to
the values of negative emotion ni(i) and positive emotion pi(i).
i = 〈i1, i2〉 ∈ R
2
ni : R2 → R, (i) 7→ i1, pi : R
2 → R, (i) 7→ i2
(9)
9The perception of such an incident is influenced by the personality profile of
the perceiving agent. As intuitively assumed and also implied by the dimension
neuroticism as emotional stability (see John and Srivastava [23]) studies found
correlations between the personality of persons and their proneness to perceiv-
ing specific emotions (e.g. see Watson and Clark [24]). With this in mind the
perception in this model is a function incorporating the personality and grave-
ness of the incident. To set which dimension of a personality influences which
emotional dimension how strong, in equation (10) a n-tuple is introduced for
each dimension. Here n is the number of personality dimensions used.
sne = 〈s1, · · · , sn〉 ∈ R
n, spe = 〈s1, · · · , sn〉 ∈ R
n (10)
with equation (10) it is possible that certain combinations of personality p, tuple
sne and tuple spe lead to negative perceptions (e.g. an experienced incident with
ni(i) > 0 lowers the negative emotion ne(E) instead of increasing it). Therefore
two additional parameters li and ci are introduced in definition (11). The value
li denotes what minimum percentage of any incident i will be perceived. And ci
denotes a global scalar for perceiving emotions providing a tool for calibrating
the values generated by this model.
li ∈ R with 0 < li ≤ 1, ci ∈ R with 0 < ci (11)
In equation (12) perceive(a, i) updates the emotional state ETa of an agent a from
the set of existing agents A according to the occurring incident i by creating
a new emotional state ET+1a . Whereas the new value of emotional dimensions
ne
(
ET+1a
)
/ pe
(
ET+1a
)
are set to the value of the old states ne
(
ETa
)
/ pe
(
ETa
)
increased by the maximum of the percentage of the given emotion of i as set by
li and the sum of influence the personality realizes as set by the tuples sne and
spe.
perceive : A× R2 → R4 × R4, (a, i) = ET+1a with
ne
(
ET+1a
)
= set
(
ne
(
ETa
)
, current
(
ne
(
ETa
))
+max{lne, cne}
)
lne = li · ni (i)
cne = ci · ni (i) ·
∑
d∈D
d (sne) · d (pa)
pe
(
ET+1a
)
= set
(
pe
(
ETa
)
, current
(
pe
(
ETa
))
+max{lpe, cpe}
)
lpe = li · pi (i)
cpe = ci · pi (i) ·
∑
d∈D
d (spe) · d (pa)
(12)
Fading of Emotions. As this model handles emotions as short lived feelings
rising as a direct reaction to experiences, they also have to fade away over time.
To achieve that, a fading function will be called in a small interval (e.g. one
second) to regress the emotional state step by step, starting when no incident
i was experienced in the last time step. The function, as shown in (13), takes
a single emotional dimension dT and creates a new one dT+1 for the next time
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step keeping all fading parameters the same, only changing the current value.
This new value is set to the maximum of zero, the linear fading function lin(dT )
and the exponential function exp(dT ).
fade : R4 → R4,
(
dT
)
7→ dT+1 = 〈d1, base
(
dT
)
, linF
(
dT
)
, expF
(
dT
)
〉
current
(
dT+1
)
= d1 = max
{
0, lin
(
dT
)
, exp
(
dT
)}
exp : R4 → R, (d) 7→
current (d)
2
base (d) + 10− expF(d)
lin : R4 → R, (d) 7→ current (d)− linF (d)
(13)
Figure 1 shows some exemplary fading curves for some different emotional dimen-
sions d1 to d4 to give a better understanding of this rather complex function. The
linear function simply subtracts the provided parameter linF from the current
value, reducing it linearly over time. In the beginning the exponential function
reduces the value slowly, because current(d) and base(d) start the fading at the
same value (see set(d, v) in (7)), keeping the value nearly the same level for a
period of time determined by expF. While the numerator keeps getting smaller
with each call of fade(d), the denominator stays the same until set(d) is called
again, which effectively resets the fading to start anew. When current(d) gets
small enough that exp(d) reduces it more than lin(d) the linear function takes
over the fading, operating as a break to assure a steady change in the behavior.
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d1 = 〈1.0, 1.0, 0.01, 10〉
d2 = 〈1.0, 1.0, 0.01, 05〉
d3 = 〈0.5, 0.5, 0.01, 10〉
d4 = 〈0.5, 0.5, 0.05, 10〉
Fig. 1: Fadings of emotions starting at values from d1 to d4. d2 starts linear fading
earlier because of a lower value of expF (d2). d4 fades the fastest because of the highest
value of linF (d4). d1 and d3 start linear fading at the same time and proceed parallel,
even though d3 starts with a lower value.
Utilizing Emotions. To utilize this model of emotions for influencing the
behavior, a function is introduced to affect a personality profile from section 3.1.
As these profiles already influence the behavior, it is not necessary to change
the decision making process again. Also by having them seamlessly integrated
in the personality profiles, emotions can be switched on and off dependent on
the application’s need. So the influence of incidents that change the emotional
state is modeled as temporary influences on personality profiles.
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The way in which emotions affect a personality profile is described with n-
tuples, where n is the number of dimensions of the personality model used. For
each dimension of emotion one tuple has to be created. In this case these are
the two n-tuples tne and tpe in (14). The values in each n-tuple are coefficients
for the current value of the corresponding emotion. Whereas the values d(tne)
and d(tpe) are used for calculating the affect on the value of the personality
dimension d(p).
tne = 〈t1, · · · , tn〉 ∈ R
n, tpe = 〈t1, · · · , tn〉 ∈ R
n (14)
A limited-id-function lid(x, l, h) is introduced in (15) to keep the result for each
personality dimension inside the bounds defined for the used study. It takes a
value x, a minimum l and a maximum h. The result of this function is the value
x if it is inside the given boundaries, else the result is the exceeded boundary l
or h.
lid : R× R× R → R, (x, l, h) 7→


l, for x < l
h, for x > h
x, for else
(15)
Transforming the static personality profile pa of an agent a into an dynamic
profile ba influenced by emotions is done with equation (16). For each dimension
d of the personality profile the dynamic value d(ba) is determined by taking
the static value d(pa) and adding each emotion dimension multiplied by the
corresponding value of the tuples from definition (14). As this can cause values
outside the boundaries set by the personality study the lid-function is used to
limit the result to valid values. The resulting dynamic ba is structural identical
to the static pa and can be used analogous to it everywhere in the application.
ba = 〈b1, · · · , bn〉 ∈ R
n with
∀ d ∈ D : d (ba) = lid (d (pa) + n (Ea, d) + p (Ea, d) , l, h) , l, h ∈ S
n : R4 × R4 ×D → R, (E , d) 7→ current (ne (E)) · d (tne)
p : R4 × R4 ×D → R, (E , d) 7→ current (pe (E)) · d (tpe)
(16)
4 Evaluation Scenario: Unregulated Crossroad
To evaluate the models of dynamic personality profiles and emotions, they were
applied to the specific scenario of an unregulated crossroad with the priority-
to-the-right system in effect. Problems may occur as soon as agents arrive at
the crossroad from at least three sides at the same time. In that case a circular
dependency graph can arise, indicating a deadlock. Figure 2 illustrates the case
of four agents arriving at the same time.
4.1 Parameterization of the Personality and Emotions Model
For the generation of personality profiles the study from Herzberg and Roth
[22] was used. It provides a categorization of personalities based on a profound
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Fig. 2: Deadlock situation on an unregulated four-way crossroad. If four agents arrive
at the same time at all roads there is no rule to resolve this deadlock situation.
study of over 1500 subjects. Furthermore, the three classes ”Resilient”, ”Over-
controlled” and ”Undercontrolled” are used in another study from Herzberg [8],
connecting them to driver behavior which is used to model the decision pro-
cess. Only provided with the z-scores the bounds for those studies are unknown.
Therefore, the assumption was made that the highest z-score may be increased
by 10% without stepping over the boundaries imposed by the used question-
naire. The values of the given z-scores in [22] are relatively small (-1.5 to 1.5).
Since the z-scores are measured in units of standard deviation, creating or dy-
namically modifying profiles with values that exceed the highest given scores
by 10% should result in profile values within the unknown bounds of the study.
Additionally, the range was normalized to -1 to 1. Profiles for agents will be
created by taking one of the personality prototypes connected to driving be-
havior by Herzberg (undercontrolled, overcontrolled, resilient) [8] and randomly
modifying each dimension by 10%.
To simplify the integration of a 5-dimensional profile into the decision making
process, the factor ”politeness” ϕ is introduced. It is used for decision processes,
like Kesting et al. did for the lane change model MOBIL [25]. However, rather
than taking an arbitrary value, in our case it is derived from the personality
profile. Equation (17) is defined based on the Herzberg’s findings in [8] and [22].
For the default profiles of the used classes this function results in a low value of
politeness ϕ of 0.22 for undercontrolled, a medium value of 0.45 for overcontrolled
and a high value of 0.75 for resilient agents. The coefficients in c correspond to
the personality dimensions, stating that the politeness ϕ dependends to 80% on
agreeableness and to 20% on conscientiousness. Besides producing values that
are consistent with the findings of Herzberg, they also represent an intuitive
connection between politeness and personality.
ϕ = lid


(∑
d∈D
(d(c) + d(p)) + 1
)
2
, 0, 1

 , c = 〈0, 0, 0, 0.8, 0.2〉 (17)
The first parameters for emotions to be set are the ones for the fading. With
linReg(d) = 0.1 and expReg(d) = 1 agents are set to forget emotions very fast,
thus making them emulate new drivers, free of previous stress, each time they
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arrive at the crossroad. Positive emotion may intuitively be invoked when one
agent lets another go. But these emotions would only take effect after crossing
the intersection and fade away before arriving at there once more. Thus for
this specific scenario only negative emotions, experienced while waiting at the
crossroad, will be configured.
To describe the correlation between experiencing emotions and the person-
ality, values from the studies by Watson and Clark 1992 in [24] were applied
to sne. They found that out of the five dimensions of the FFM only neuroti-
cism influences the perception of negative emotions. Taking these findings into
account the parameters were set to sne = 〈0.341, 0, 0, 0, 0〉. Further perception
parameters were set to li = 0.1 and ci = 0.5 leading to a minimum perceived
emotion of 10% of the value defined by the emotion event and a global reduction
of perception of 50%.
The effect of negative emotion was set to tne = 〈1, 0,−0.1,−0.75,−0.3〉 .
These values are based on the definition of the personality dimensions and per-
sonal experience. With this parameterization, negative emotions promote neu-
roticism (which in return promotes perception of negative emotion); openness
decreases slightly, agreeableness decreases significantly and conscientiousness de-
creases moderately.
4.2 Road Network Setup
The road network is set up as a closed system as shown in Figure 3. At the be-
ginning a specified number of agents is randomly distributed across the network
of roughly 2 km (two loops of 500 m with two driving directions). The maximum
velocity was set to 50 km/h. Assuming a constant velocity while driving, agents
have about 35 seconds for emotion effects to fade between departure and arrival
at the crossroad. The time step for perceiving and regressing emotion was set to
one second.
Fig. 3: Layout of the road used for the test scenario. Every agent leaving the crossroad
in the center will reach it again after a distance of approximately 500 meters.
Three behavioral types of agents were considered separately: Strictly rule-
based (RB), static personality-based (PB) and dynamic emotion-based (EB)
agents. The RB agents will strictly follow the applicable traffic rules. When
detecting a deadlock the PB and EB agents will utilize their personality profiles
through the politeness factor ϕ to decide which of the involved agents will take
action to resolve the deadlock. The involved agent with the highest politeness
will give way to the agent waiting to its left, resolving the circular dependency
graph. Additionally, the EB agents will react to waiting times by perceiving it
as incidents creating negative emotion. When waiting to cross, they perceive an
“emotion incident” i1 = 〈0.2, 0〉 during each time step.
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Fig. 4: Progression of the politeness ϕ for each personality prototype when perceiving
incidents for waiting as first in line. The politeness decreases with increasing waiting
time depending on the personality profile.
Figure 4 shows the progression of the politeness ϕ of the class prototypes of
agents when waiting as first in line at the crossroad. For the evaluation each agent
type was simulated for 60 minutes with 30 and 60 agents randomly distributed
across the road network. Each combination of type and number of agents was
computed ten times.
5 Results and Discussion
The behavior of RB agents showed similar patterns to the results reported in
[10]. With these agents deadlocks occurred in every single run within only a few
minutes, decreasing the flow on the road to zero. Thus, the results of the RB
agents will no longer be considered here. Instead focus will be on the PB and
EB agents.
Figure 5 (a) shows the maximum times a single agent had to wait as first
in line at the crossroad for each test run. It illustrates that waiting times for
EB agents were limited to more plausible values than for PB agents. During
each test run at least one of the PB agents waited at the crossroad for about
2.5 minutes when simulating 30 agents and up to 8 minutes when simulating
60 agents. In contrast none of the EB agents waited more than 1.5 minutes. In
addition, figure 5 (b) depicts the average times of agents waiting as first in line
at the crossroad for each test run demonstrating that the maximum values are
not outliers. Taking both graphs into account, waiting times of PB agents are
overall longer than those of the EB agents. Despite their static profiles, the PB
agents’ waiting times vary strongly depending on initial position on the road and
routing choices at the crossroad. By dynamically adapting the personalities and
thus their behavior, EB agents show more consistent results over the different
test runs. The adaptation handles the situation so well that even doubling the
number of agents from 30 to 60 barely changes waiting times. In comparison,
the waiting times of up to 8 minutes with 60 PB agents as shown in Figure 5
(a) are very implausible.
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Fig. 5: (a) Maximum waiting time of a single agent over all test runs and configurations.
(b) Average waiting time of all agents over all test runs and configurations.
The reason for the difference in behavior can be identified when looking at
the distribution of yields performed by the agents in Figure 6. Each yield was
performed by one of the agents to resolve an identified deadlock. The graph
shows the number of yields per agent performed in one test run. For clarification
agents were sorted by their personality prototype. Within every scenario the
structure of the results was very similar throughout all runs, therefore a single
run was chosen for each scenario configuration (PB 30, EB 30, PB 60, EB 60)
as a representative.
Consistent over all scenarios is the fact that resilient agents perform by far
the most yields to resolve a deadlock. Only in rare cases do over- or under-
controlled drivers yield. These results are consistent with our interpretations of
Herzberg’s findings from [8]. The reason for the long waiting times of PB agents
is that there is always one particular agent, from the group of resilient drivers,
that yields too often while others barely yield at all. For the chosen examples
the agent with the most yields for the PB 30 configuration performed 25% and
for the PB 60 configuration 40% of all yields. However, for the EB agents yields
were distributed considerably more evenly between the agents with a resilient
personality. In the displayed EB 30 configuration, the agent with the most yields
performed about 11% and in the EB 60 configuration 6% of all yields. In com-
parison, in an ideal distribution each of the 10 (20) resilient agents of the EB 30
(EB 60) configuration would perform 10% (5%) of all yields.
An additional factor to judge the plausibility of the behavior is the number of
consecutive yields of an agent. A driver that willingly increases his/her waiting
time by yielding to another driver in a deadlock situation, would be expected
to do so only a few times before running out of patience. For all runs of the
EB configurations the highest number of consecutive yields was 2 or 3, which
is reasonable. In contrast, consecutive yields recorded in the PB configurations
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Fig. 6: Yields per agent of one exemplary test run per scenario (PB 30, EB 30, PB 60,
EB 60). Agents are sorted by personality prototype.
were between 5 and 7 for 30 agents and between 8 and 19 for 60 agents. These
numbers indicate implausible behavior and at the same time explain the higher
waiting times for PB agents as well as show the improvement achieved by EB
agents.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this contribution we built on previous work presented in [10] arguing that
adding personality profiles to agents and utilizing them in their decision mak-
ing process results in more plausible observable behavior. Furthermore, a new
model has been introduced to map personality studies to a uniform structure
for efficient use in computer applications making the distribution of profiles and
the corresponding behavior more realistic. To further improve upon the inte-
gration of static personality profiles, an emotion model was integrated to allow
for adaptive behavior. By adding the emotion model to a background layer, the
complexity of the decision making process remains unchanged.
To evaluate the proposed models, a generic traffic simulation scenario con-
sisting of a four-way crossroad with the priority-to-the-right system in effect has
been applied. The integration of a personality profile to agents that otherwise
strictly follow traffic rules was confirmed to be an advantage for the specified
traffic scenario. While rule based acting agents were not able to resolve the oc-
curring deadlock, agents with static as well as dynamic personality profiles were
able to cope with the situation, but showed different behavior in problem solv-
ing. When simulating agents with static profiles the “most polite” agent ended
up waiving its right of way multiple times in a row in order to resolve the situa-
tion. This behavior resulted in prolonged waiting times, which observers would
consider implausible. By introducing negative emotions caused by waiting at the
crossroad, the agent’s emotional state changed and in turn decreased its polite-
ness. Thus, while simulating agents with dynamic profiles, deadlock resolving
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yields were evenly distributed across agents of the resilient category; the group
with the “most polite” drivers. The results showed more plausible behavior by
preventing consecutive yields by a single agent and unrealistic waiting times for
that agent.
While the presented models create more plausible behavior in the given appli-
cation scenario, proving that the behavior is also realistic requires the comparison
to real traffic data. So far we do not have access to such type of data in any form.
As a possible solution to this issue, subjects could provide this data by complet-
ing reference tasks in a driving simulator. Additionally, further evaluations are
necessary to show that the same positive results can be observed for other sce-
narios; also those not related to road traffic. Finally, the introduced methodology
is to be integrated into the established FIVIS [12] project to improve road safety
training for bicycle riders.
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